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Surah Al Qadr 
 
Allah is our Creator, our King, the Disposer of all affairs and this Quran is His Word and so we                    
must give it immense importance. We must believe in it and apply it completely in our lives. 
 
If you know an expert, say for example in Chemistry, and they’re explaining something to you, it                 
might be very difficult for the layman to follow, or even if he is able to follow, he may not be able                      
to apply it. But Allah’s Word is not like that. Allah says in the Quran that He has made it easy for                      
us to learn it, to read it, to listen to it and also to apply it but what we need to do in order to do                          
this: trust in Him and the Quran completely! 
 
When you revisit Surahs, you find new lessons every time in it. It’s like a fresh lesson every time                   
because of the connection with the Creator. When you’re connected, everything is beautiful and              
hopeful and when you’re not, things are bleak but you won’t even know it. We really need to                  
learn to appreciate the Quran and yearn for it with a sincere heart.  
 
In the third ayaah, Allah SWT expands a little more on laylatul Qadr. Allah SWT says very                 
concisely that this night is better than a thousand months. If you worship Allah SWT in this one                  
night, it is like you continuously worshipped Allah SWT for one thousand months, ~83 years!               
This night is called laylatul Qadr, in the last ten nights of Ramadan, when the Decree is set. In                   
arabic, khayr is used for good, but when used with min, like in this ayah, khairun min, it means                   
better than. And Allah SWT wants us to get more and more reward so He tells in many many                   
ways to find success, to get to Paradise. 
 

 



We should strive for Jannah, not for the dunya. Dunya is temporary, just a short test so without                  
this belief, and the need to get closer to Allah SWT, we cannot succeed. We should keep                 
striving for our forever home in Jannah. We should always be planning and looking forward to                
Ramadan, and even more to seeking laylatul Qadr, so we can aim for and work harder towards                 
this lofty goal. There’s no surah dedicated to Ramadan, but specifically for this one night! 
 
In the fourth ayah, tanazzala is from nazala which means to come down. This word in specific                 
implies a constant action. Malaaika is the plural of malak, which is angel. Angels are creatures                
made of light, and can think but feel no desires. Angels can love/hate things but only those that                  
Allah SWT loves/hates. They are very obedient slaves to Allah SWT. They are all assigned their                
own jobs, they are very focused and there is no overlap. And imagine these are creatures that                 
we can even be better than, as Allah SWt says in surah Bayyinah, khairul bariyyah.  
 
Angels, like in Hadeeth, some of them have this job to look for study circles so they can                  
surround them and make dua for them. We are unable to see them, but we have to believe                  
them. And when this happens, the students will be overcome by tranquility, and the angels will                
report about this as well. And on the night of Qadr, from the time of maghrib, all the angels will                    
descend. We should prepare for this, make the place of prayer beautiful, our home clean and                
perfumed, and ourselves as well. It will be a very peaceful time, you will be able to feel it. Even                    
the light of the night will be different from always. 
 
In one hadeeth, Nabi SAW was with Abu Bakr RA and a person came and started insulting Abu                  
Bakr RA, and for a long time, he didn’t reply. When Abu Bakr RA replied, Nabi SAW left. Abu                   
Bakr RA followed him, and asked him why he left, and Nabi SAW told him that while he wasn’t                   
defending himself, the angels were there, defending him, but the moment he replied, the angels               
left and shaytan came and that’s why Nabi SAW left! 
 
Ruh in this ayah refers to Angel Jibreel AS, and he is called so because he is the leader of                    
angels and the angel messenger. This is a very important job. He’s always called ruh, because                
it means life/soul, and when he brings inspiration from Allah SWT is like bringing life to dead                 
land! Whatever Allah SWT wants for you is truly good for you, so when it is said without Quran                   
our hearts are like the dead, it shows the importance of Allah’s SWT Word! The last part of this                   
ayah, says with the permission of Allah SWT, because these are the most obedient creatures.In               
comparison, we are weak, and should be more submissive to Allah SWT but that’s not how                
humans are! They are powerful and beautiful but they are infinitely submissive to Allah SWT!               
The next part of the ayaah says, min kulli amr, meaning that they are obedient to each and                  
every command of Allah SWT! 
 



 
 

The last ayaah says salaamun hiya, meaning there will be peace in it. It is free from all evil, all                    
trouble. This kind of peace is related to submission to Allah SWT. Once you submit, our lives,                 
our actions, and everything will be calm and peaceful. From Maghrib, this peace will last until                
fajr (hatta matla-ilfajr). Laylatul Qadr might be once a year but we can always find peace, and                 
the company of angels through the constant dhikr of Allah SWT. 

 
 


